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Roadmap to a future-ready city: Building back smarter, safer, and greener
The ongoing pandemic has forever changed the expectations and behaviors of
citizens and businesses, requiring cities to build back their infrastructure and
environments smarter, safer, and greener. Now COP26 is placing cities at the center
of climate action.
The pandemic has been a defining event for cities:
1.

Biggest impacts of COVID-19 on cities according to
last year’s smart city study*

69%

Cities are reconsidering urban planning
and the use of space.

54%

Cities are rethinking mobility and
transportation.

53%

People are changing how they, live, work,
socialize, and travel in cities.

36%

The pandemic has stimulated new thinking
around priorities to build the social good.

28%

The pandemic has made the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals a higher
priority.

It has upended urban plans across domains, from transportation, infrastructure,
and industrial development to sustainability, education, health, and security.

2.

It has heightened the urgency for becoming a future-ready city. Such cities are
smart, sustainable, resilient, and secure—and fully aligned with citizen and
business needs in a post-pandemic, digital-first world.

3.

It underscored the need for greater innovation, including new business models,
financing channels, and public-private partnerships to achieve social,
environmental, and economic goals.

4.

It has prompted new thinking around infrastructure, with governments around
the world developing investment programs to rebuild infrastructure to meet
changing citizen and business needs and stimulate economic recovery.

The most successful metro areas will be those that have clear blueprints for
transforming themselves into next-generation cities, supported by concrete plans for
tapping innovative technologies, financing techniques, and partnerships that will be
needed to seize their future. With COP26, these plans will need to have more
ambitious goals for becoming carbon neutral and net zero.

*Smart City Solutions for a Riskier World, March 2021
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Future-ready cities will need to be Smart Cities 4.0
Urban centers will need to become Smart
Cities 4.0 to prosper and grow in the postpandemic era. Their next incarnation
requires them to lead on climate action.
Urban leaders need to think beyond
traditional smart city approaches. It is no
longer just about using the latest digital
solutions to drive urban performance,
involving citizens in decision-making, or
interconnecting urban domains through
technology.
Smart Cities 4.0 go much further. They have
clear visions for the post-pandemic period
and action plans for meeting the new needs
and expectations of citizens and businesses,
including those larger firms preparing for
the fourth industrial era. They have digital
transformation roadmaps for leveraging
latest technologies and data analytics
across urban domains. They are taking
concrete steps to achieve the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
around people, planet, and prosperity. And
they build on government, business, and
academic partnerships and capitalize on
new business and funding models.

Smart city stages of development

SMART CITIES

1.0

Smart Cities 1.0 pilot
solutions offered by
tech suppliers. But they
often see technology as
an end, rather than a
means for meeting
citizen needs. Cities 1.0
are often ill-equipped
to capitalize on these
investments and
misread the impact on
citizens.

SMART CITIES

2.0

Smart Cities 2.0 focus
on digital solutions to
achieve their social
agenda. They recognize
that technology can
improve most services
to residents. However,
they often lack the full
support of all citizens,
many of whom may be
left out of decisionmaking.

SMART CITIES

3.0

Smart Cities 3.0 are
attuned to sensitive
social and digital issues.
They include citizens in
decision-making and
strive to act on their
behalf. They also
understand the value of
technology to
transform and
interconnect their
urban ecosystems.

SMART CITIES

4.0

Smart Cities 4.0 have a vision
and plan to meet new citizen
and business needs and make
their infrastructure fit for
future purpose. They have
digital transformation
roadmaps, take steps to
achieve the SDGs, and have
bolder targets for reducing
their carbon footprints. They
are in tune with new ways of
working with small and large
businesses and use partners to
drive change and provide
innovative funding methods.
But they also know there are
things that you cannot plan
for—so resilience and agility
are key to their strategy.
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How this program will help cities seize their future
With cities still reeling from the pandemic, their highest priority is to ensure a safe, sustainable, resilient, and prosperous
future—but it is also their biggest challenge. To build back better, urban leaders need an actionable roadmap for
becoming a future-ready city able to meet the needs of their stakeholders and rigors of COP26.
Our fourth smart cities program, Building a Future-Ready City, will provide urban leaders with a complete action plan for
meeting the challenges ahead. Our team of urban economists and experts will:
•

Assess how citizens across a spectrum of cities expect to change the way they live, work, socialize, and travel in metro
areas as a result of the pandemic and how city leaders will need to rethink their infrastructure and operations across
urban domains.

•

Analyze how cities across regions, sizes, and income levels plan to make their cities more sustainable, resilient, secure,
and future ready, and benchmark their performance across domain-specific metrics, including assumptions on future
citizen needs and behaviors.

•

Examine how cities are delivering on their social, environmental and economic goals, including the infrastructure
changes they are planning, digital solutions they are using, the investments they are making, the partnerships they are
building, and the challenges they are facing.

•

Equip city leaders with an actionable blueprint for driving transformation across urban domains, with valuable insights
into harnessing digital technologies, partnerships, new sources of funding, and innovative business models.

We again will work closely with a coalition of corporate, academic, and government leaders. The study will provide sponsors
with valuable analysis for engaging city leaders and driving demand for their products and services. It will include
comparative data from earlier studies and insights on today’s pressing topics. Most important, it will offer ongoing decision
support to city leaders—and the companies that serve them—during this time of unprecedented change.

Our goal is to provide urban leaders with an evidence-based roadmap for becoming a future-ready city—
one that is fully sustainable, resilient, secure, and fit for purpose in a post-pandemic world.

Building
future-ready
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Building a future-ready urban roadmap
ThoughtLab will work with sponsors to provide cities with an evidence-based roadmap for becoming a future-ready city and leader in climate action. Drawing on insights from
our global analysis and best practices of leading cities, we will create a complete action plan that urban leaders can use to benchmark their strategies for building a future-ready
4.0 city. This plan will include a vision of the future, the SDGs and climate-related goals to be achieved, the levers of change that cities will use across urban domains, the
challenges that will need to be overcome, and the quantifiable outcomes to be expected.
Challenges

Levers of change

Vision

Lack of talent and public
support, funding shortages,
cybersecurity, and techlash
are just some of the hurdles
that cities will need to
surmount.

New funding and business
models, digital innovation, data
analytics, partnerships, and
regulations and policies.

With the pandemic
disrupting citizen and
business needs and
behaviours, cities need a
new vision of the future.

Outcomes

Goals

Urban domains

Clear environmental, social,
and economic objectives
and metrics aligned with the
UN’s SDGs and COP26.

Plans across 7 urban domains:
mobility and transportation,
public safety, living and health,
government and education,
environment, energy and utilities,
and digital infrastructure.

The roadmap will
include the quantifiable
social, sustainable, and
economics results that
cities can achieve across
domains on their
journey to become a
future-ready city.
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How cities will achieve their sustainable development goals
With the pandemic and COP26 fresh on the minds of city leaders, the UN’s SDGs are more relevant than ever. According to last year’s smart city study, most cities are
including SDGs in their urban development plans. Our 2022 study will examine how cities will expand and deliver on their social, sustainability, and economic goals
and the vital role that technology will play in driving results.
% of cities including SDGs in their plans according to last
year’s smart city study

PEOPLE

PROSPERITY

End poverty and hunger in all forms
and ensure dignity and equality

Ensure prosperous and fulfilling lives
in harmony with nature

No poverty (91%)
Good health and well-being (89%)
Quality education (86%)
Gender equality (77%)
Zero hunger (75%)
Reduced inequalities (60%)

PLANET
Protect our planet’s natural resources
and climate for future generations

Life on land (83%)
Clean water and sanitation (78%)
Life below water (77%)
Responsible consumption and production (69%)
Climate action (64%)

PEOPLE

PROSPERITY

Decent work and economic growth (86%)
Industry, innovation and infrastructure (79%)
Sustainable cities and communities (78%)
Reduced inequalities (60%)

PEACE

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

Foster peaceful, just, and inclusive societies
Peace and justice strong institutions (78%)

PLANET
PEACE

PARTNERSHIPS
Revitalize the global partnership for
sustainable development

PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships for the goals (71%)

“Cities are about
people, not gadgets.
We should be
mindful of diversity,
equity, and inclusion
to ensure that any
techniques or
technology are
based on improving
quality of life for all.”
Karen Lightman,
Executive Director,
Metro21: Smart
Cities Institute,
Carnegie Mellon
University
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Future-ready cities will be zero-carbon cities
Our study will examine how cities will use technology, data, partnerships, policies, and other levers to
deliver on their more ambitious decarbonization plans.
According to the World Economic Forum, cities cover 3% of the earth’s surface, but create over 70% of carbon
emissions. The density of metropolitan areas, along with their locations, natural features, and complex
infrastructure, put cities at the epicenter of climate risk. As cities think beyond the pandemic, the health and
safety of people and the planet is top of mind. Hundreds of cities are setting goals for becoming carbon neutral
and net zero; some, like Salt Lake City, are going even further by pledging to become climate positive.
COP26 has upped the ante
COP26 underscored that cities need to be leaders in addressing the causes of climate change and ensuring
resilience to its effects. The goal: become a zero-carbon city running on renewable energy and leave no carbon
footprint. But COP26 raised the stakes, requiring that cities act quickly and aggressively on their climate plans.
Our study will show how future-ready cities are developing and implementing actionable roadmaps to
decarbonization that draw on key players and solutions. Specifically, it will answer several key questions:
•

What are these cities doing across urban domains to reduce their carbon footprint? We will cover a range
of actions, from boosting energy efficiency and renewable energy use to moving to green buildings,
smarter transportation, and circular economy approaches.

•

How do they draw on their ecosystems to achieve and finance their decarbonization goals? What are the
best ways for cities to engage with civic groups, local communities, academic institutions, financial firms,
and technology and service providers? How will cities tap government, like the Biden administrations’
infrastructure plan, and public funding sources, such as green bonds?

•

Which levers and metrics do cities use to ensure a cleaner future? How do zero-carbon cities use
technology and data, along with fund-raising and policy-making, to drive greener outcomes? What metrics
do cities set, measure, and achieve? Which cities are making the fastest progress on reducing their carbon
footprint—and what do they do best?
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Our research team will survey 200 cities and 2,000 citizens around the world
We will analyze and compare the best practices, investment plans, digital strategies, and performance results of 200 worldwide cities striving to become more sustainable, resilient,
and future ready. To enable us to benchmark urban areas with similar characteristics, we will gather survey and statistical data on cities that are diverse by location, population size,
income level, density, economic development, and other critical factors. In addition, to assess the alignment between government plans and citizen needs, we will survey 2,000
citizens and gather additional citizen data directly from cities to assess changing living, working, and traveling behaviors, as well as shifting service requirements and levels of trust.
This rigorous research methodology will allow us to provide action plans tailored to different types of cities geared to evol ving citizen needs, attitudes, and behaviors.

World regions, with number of cities and citizens covered
Dimensions
Location
Economic
development
Population
Income

North America
50 cities, 500 citizens

Europe
40 cities, 400 citizens
Middle East
15 cities, 150 citizens

GDP per capita

Density
Digital maturity

Latin America
25 cities, 250 citizens

Asia Pacific
45 cities, 450 citizens

Africa
25 cities, 250 citizens
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Gathering additional data on smart city metrics, plans, and citizen needs
As part of our research program, our economists will gather secondary data on each of
the 200 cities included in the smart city survey and combine it with data from our
historical database of thousands of city indicators.
These indicators include both general and domain-specific data drawn from EuroStat,
OECD, World Bank, Numbeo, and other respected sources of city data. This year we plan to
expand the set of secondary data to include:
• Broader range of smart city metrics. This will include additional indicators relating to
population and economy; the environment; living and health, and safety; mobility and
transportation; government and digital; and energy and water. The data will be
incorporated into a city metrics data navigator and will include both current and historical
data (where available) on the 200 cities included in the survey.
• In-depth urban recovery plans. We will collect and analyze the most up-to-date versions
of the urban recovery plans for a subset of the 200 cities. This data will enable use to
identify the domains that cities are focusing on, the actions they are taking, and the
investments they are making. Our economists will examine how a city’s size, level of
economic development, digital maturity, density, and location influences its recovery
plans.

• Insightful citizen feedback data. Our economists will compile any publicly available citizen
feedback data into our city database. That will allow us to build on the data collected from
our citizen surveys and use it to identify correlations between citizen trends and city
recovery plans. We also plan to work with a subset of cities to gather additional citizen
data. For those cities, we will develop a short (approximately 5 questions) survey that the
cities will post on their website and distribute to their citizens.

Small cities, big challenges
Our research will
analyze the
recovery plans of
cities across all
population sizes.

When it comes to urban planning, one size
never fits all. This is particularly true for small
cities, which face a distinct set of socioeconomic challenges, from poverty and
homelessness to addiction and safety.
These problems can loom larger for smaller
cities, since they often lack the human,
financial, and technical resources to address
them. As a result, small cities turn to different
approaches—for example, ones that are more
collaborative and less-resource-intensive.

To understand small city challenges and
solutions, we will include cities with
populations less than 100,000 in our sample.
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We will examine strategies and investment plans across 7 urban domains
Our research will examine how 200 cities around the world advance their social,
environmental, and economic agenda across seven urban domains.
Our economists will analyze the investments that cities are making in each of these domains,
and how they are using digital technologies, data analytics, and other levers of change to
drive results.

Cities around the world are planning to build back infrastructure to meet
post-pandemic needs and stimulate economic recovery. With a growing
chorus of countries—such as the US, Mexico, France, Germany, Japan,
Australia, and China—increasing infrastructure investments, this year’s study
will have a special focus on urban plans around built environment.

The seven urban domains
1. Government and education
Managing a city and its services and
workers.

5. Public safety and security
Ensuring citizen safety and preventing
crime.

2. Living and health
Ensuring well-being and equity of
citizens.

6. Environment
Improving sustainability and
environmental quality.

3. Mobility and transportation
Enabling people and goods to move
faster and safer.

7. Digital infrastructure and networks
Connecting people, devices, and assets
across a city.

4. Energy, water, and other utilities
Distributing energy, water, and
other resources responsibly.
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Our team will provide insights into critical urban issues and future trends
Intelligent mobility
and transportation

Making smarter decisions
through AI & digital twins

Implementing the
15-minute city

Ensuring data
security and privacy

Smart, sustainable
buildings & infrastructure

Developing a publicprivate ecosystem

Decarbonization and
circular economy solutions

Nurturing citizen trust
and engagement

Green planning and
public spaces

Driving equality and
inclusiveness

Tapping the Biden
infrastructure plan and
other forms of funding

Building healthcare systems
and communities

Targeting urban budgets
and investment plans

Ensuring safety through
technology
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Our analysis will include a city metrics navigator tied to urban outcomes
The city metrics navigator will provide sponsors with a rich database of updated metrics across urban domains, including key indicators relating to population and economy; the
environment; living, health, and safety; mobility and transportation; government and digital; and energy and water. The navig ator will provide both current and historical data on
over 100 cities. Sponsors can use the data to size markets, conduct trend analysis, and correlate urban best practices with s ocial, environmental, and economic outcomes.

Population & economy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City population
Region population
Population density
Average household size
Median age
Gender ratio
Cost of living index
Property price to income
ratio
Rent index
Gini coefficient
GDP
GDP per capita
Unemployment rate
Labor force participation
rate
Labor productivity
University quality index
Educational attainment
Educational proficiency
Physical infrastructure
quality measure

Environmental
• Total concentration of
PM 2.5
• CO2 emission % change
1990-2012
• Pollution index
• Municipal waste
generation
• Municipal waste
generation per capita
• Magnitude of
heatwaves
• % exposed to flooding
• Natural disaster risk
• UV index
• Avg precipitation
• % of population living
in high green areas
• LEED certified buildings
• Recycling rate
• Ozone levels
• Toxic release data
• Progress on Carbon
Neutral and Net Zero
plans

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living, health, safety

Mobility, transportation

Government and digital

Energy and water

Hospital score
Life expectancy
Birth rate (country)
% of population that
smokes
Obesity rate
COVID-19 infections
% with chronic illnesses
% below poverty line
% with inadequate
housing
Infant mortality rate
% receiving social
assistance
Rent-burdened
population
% working poor
Health insurance
coverage
Food access
Crime index
Homicide rate
Guns per capita
Gun deaths per 100,000
Non-violent crime rates

• Monthly transportation
pass price
• Annual transit ridership
• Average public
transportation wait times
(select cities)
• Congestion index
• Average hours lost in
congestion
• Average price of gas
• Number of electric
vehicle charging stations
• Traffic-related deaths per
100,000
• Rideshare penetration
• Number of bikeshare
docks
• Public transit rider
satisfaction

• Number of available
datasets
• Mobile app
• Citizen satisfaction survey
• Number of mobile POS
users
• Transaction value of all
mobile POS payments
• User penetration rate of
mobile POS systems
• Digital commerce users
• Government efficiency
measure
• Digital payment data
• Women in managerial
positions
• Percent of household with
internet access
• Internet speed
• Availability of 5G
• Price of internet
• Percent of city covered by
public wi-fi

• Domestic water
consumption
• Water tariff per 100 m3
• Percent non-revenue
water
• Drinking water quality
• Electricity costs
• Electricity usage per
capita
• Energy generation - %
fossil fuels
• Energy generation - %
renewable
• Nighttime light
emissions
• Population connected
to sewage treatment
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Our study will probe how cities are harnessing technology and data
We will analyze how cities will utilize the latest technologies and forms of data analytics to deliver on the Sustainable Development Goals and
drive performance across seven urban domains. Crucially, our team will investigate how cities can use technology and data ana lytics to reduce
their carbon footprint and use these tools responsibly to avoid techlash. The study will provide valuable information on the digital investment
plans of 200 cities, along with proven use cases and ROI. Here is a select list of the technologies and data analytics to be covered.

Digital technologies

Domain-specific solutions

Data usage

Cloud

Drones and aerial surveillance

Gathering and managing data

Mobile apps and 5G

Electric cars

Integrating data

Internet of things

Electric charging stations

Making data accessible to public

Biometrics and facial recognition

In-car and body cameras

Artificial intelligence

Smart traffic lights

Analyzing data
Protecting data

Blockchain

Air quality monitoring systems

Robotic process automation

Water quality monitoring systems

Telematics

Smart grids and meters

Extracting value from data
Predicting trends from data
Monetizing/selling data

Data lakes and warehouses

Mesh networks

Types of data

Digital enterprise platforms

Remote medicine services

Crowd-sourced data

Digital dashboards

Automated workflows

IoT data

Virtual collaboration tools

Digital payment

Citizen usage data

Edge and grid computing

Digitized employee experiences

Real-time data

Digital twins

Track and trace technology

Behavioral data

Virtual/augmented reality

Online benefits portals

Geospatial data

3D printing

Crowdsourced reporting

Vendor/business data
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Key research questions our study will answer
Building a Future Ready City will expand on last year’s Smart City Solutions for a Riskier World research by exploring how 200 cities—across regions, population sizes, income
levels, and economic development—are using technology and other levers of change across urban domains to build back their operations in a more sustainable, resilient, and
secure way. Our evidence-based analysis will answer these critical questions, including how these trends vary by type of city:

How will cities reinvent themselves for a digital-first, post-pandemic world? How will citizens’ needs and behaviors, as well as business practices,
permanently change after the pandemic, and what assumptions are city leaders building into their plans? How are leaders rebui lding trust?

Which urban domains and infrastructure areas are cities targeting for transformation? From roads, bridges, ports, airports, and rail to digital
infrastructure, energy grids, and electric charging stations, where will cities make the biggest investments and changes?
Which innovative technologies are cities using to transform and connect their urban environments? Which digital technologies and data
solutions are they targeting for investment, which use cases work best, and what returns are they seeing?

How will cities fund their urban transformation programs? Which combinations of public and private funding, vendor financing and business
models, and user fees and taxes will urban leaders use to build back their cities? How will US cities draw on the Biden admin istration’s
infrastructure plans?
What are cities doing to build a culture of collaboration? Which partnerships with academic, industry, advocacy, government, business,
technology, and community organizations will be essential for success? What are the best ways to build an effective ecosystem of support?
Which cities are furthest along in achieving their plans to become a future-ready Smart City 4.0? What steps are these cities taking that can serve
as a roadmap for other cities to follow? What progress have they made and what quantifiable results are they seeing?

What are the best practices, pain points, and lessons learned on the path to becoming a future-ready city? How do these steps and challenges
change as cities progress? How does the roadmap vary by populations size, economic development, and other factors?
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Our mixed methods research approach
1. Gather insights
from our
corporate,
government, and
academic advisory
committee

1

3. Collect data
on 200 cities
through an indepth survey
and secondary
research

2
2. Survey 2,000
citizens to gather
their views on how
their needs and
behaviors will change
after the pandemic
and the services they
will expect from cities

3

5. Model social,
environmental,
and economic,
benefits of
future-city
programs

4
4. Develop
interactive
databases of 200
cities and 2,000
citizens, plus the
city metrics
navigator

5

The role of the
advisory board:

6

7

6. Prepare indepth case
studies and assess
action plans of
cities that are
advanced in
becoming Smart
Cities 4.0

Provide guidance
on the research
scope and
methodology.
Offer insights into
the study findings
and analysis.
Collaborate on the
marketing and
outreach plans.
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Preliminary program timeline
Aug-Sept

May-June

Jan-Mar

PREPARE
DRAFTS

FINALIZE
RESEARCH

LAUNCH
PROGRAM

Apr-May
START RESEARCH
Finalize survey tools.
Hold first advisory board
and marketing
meetings. Issue first
press release. Start
fielding survey and
conducting interviews.

ROLLOUT
PROGRAM

Prepare and send
draft eBook,
executive summary,
press release for
feedback. Agree on
marcomm plan.

Conclude survey
fieldwork and
interviews. Create
Tableau databases.
Continue with social
media.

Set up advisory board.
Hold kick-off calls with
sponsors. Agree
research framework
and prepare draft
survey tools.

Nov-Dec

July -Aug
REVIEW FINDINGS
Analyze data. Prepare
presentation of key
findings. Finalize case
studies. Hold second
advisory board meeting.
Continue with social
media.

Release final
deliverables and press
release. Launch report
at the 2022 Smart City
conference in
Barcelona.

Oct - Nov
FINALIZE
DELIVERABLES

Finalize eBook, exec
summary, and other
content deliverables.
Sign-off at final
advisory board
meeting.
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Benefits from sponsorship of core program
Building a Future-Ready City will provide sponsors with a cost-efficient way to build a successful thought leadership and client
engagement program that leverages valuable content and unique smart city benchmarking data and analysis. We will create a
sponsor coalition that represents different urban perspectives and that ensures the research is tailored to each sponsor’s ne eds.
Sponsors will gain the following benefits:

✓Influence over the research direction, including input into the scope, methodology, and survey questions to ensure
that the research aligns with your information needs, marketing messaging, and business development strategy.
✓Participation in advisory board meetings and webinars, which will enable you to interact and network with urban
leaders, smart city service providers, ecosystem partners, and members of the academic community.

Our evidence-based research
will provide urban service
providers and consultants with
valuable market intelligence on
the main areas of investment for
cities as they emerge from the
pandemic. Our research will
enable companies to design
successful go-to-market plans
aligned to the needs of a diverse
set of cities around the world.

✓Wide professional exposure on all program output. The names and logos of sponsors will be highlighted on all
content and marketing material. Your firm will be identified as a smart city leader.
✓Access to all research output, including databases on 200 cities and 2,000 citizens worldwide, as well as a thoughtprovoking eBook, executive summary, and detailed urban case studies and roadmaps.
✓Use of top-quality thought leadership for lead generation. You will have the ability to circulate our thought leadership
materials directly to your clients and prospects, including via gated access on your website to generate leads.
✓Ability to use the analysis to create your own thought leadership. You will be able to use our research to create your
own branded eBooks, articles, infographics, presentations, webinars, videos, and other thought leadership assets.
✓Opportunities for co-marketing and joint business development with other sponsors and partners. Sponsors often
work with each other on events, webinars, and even product development and distribution.
✓Personal access to the ThoughtLab team to help you build your own thought leadership programs and marketing.

✓Exclusivity to lead sponsors, which will give you the right to exclude key competitors from the program.
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Program deliverables
✓Thought-provoking eBook and executive summary, which will provide proven roadmaps to help cities become
more sustainable, resilient, and fit for purpose. These reports will include action plans, at-a-glance charts,
executive insights, best practices, benchmarking tables, and calls to action.

✓Benchmarking database of 200 cities. This rigorous database will include the investment plans, best practices,
areas of focus, and performance metrics of 200 cities. Users will be able to segment the city data by a range of
urban parameters, such as population and region, for precise benchmarking and demand analysis.

✓Interactive database of 2,000 citizens, providing insights into how citizens will likely change how they live, shop,
travel, work, and socialize as a result of the pandemic—and the urban services and experiences they will expect.
In addition to this database, we will gather citizen data from studies conducted by key cities.

✓ Comprehensive city metrics navigator. This rich database will provide current and historical data on over 100

cities, including key indicators relating to population and economy; the environment; living, health, and safety;
mobility and transportation; government and digital; and energy and water.

✓High-impact marketing program. Working closely with sponsors, we will implement an ongoing outreach

program providing wide exposure through a range of media channels. We will work with Smart Cities World, our
exclusive media partner, to drive visibility among its one million site visitors.

✓Ongoing meetings of city and business leaders to discuss urban trends. We will hold three advisory board

meetings during the program, as well as a virtual city summit at the end of the program to roll out key findings.
This summit will be open to sponsorship at preferred rates to program sponsors.

✓Interviews and Q&A sessions with city and business leaders. This interviews, which will highlight key plans,
challenges, and best practices, will be turned into Q&A articles or case studies. The interviews will focus on
achieving results through public-private partnerships, digital technology, and other actionable solutions.

✓Regularly updated microsite of latest analysis. This site will provide city leaders with ongoing analysis from our

research, including key insights from advisors and sponsors, instructive urban case studies, timely articles on key
findings, and other valuable insights, with links to sponsor websites.

As our exclusive media partner, Smart Cities
World (SCW), a global platform for urban
stakeholders, will promote the launch of the
report and provide wide exposure through:
• Three months of website exposure with a
constant banner presence on the site.
• A SCW website page on the program,
which will host the report.

• Promotion of the report through SCW
email newsletters and SCW social media
channels.
• Editorial coverage through articles and
other features.
SCW’s website reaches one million site
visitors a year across the public and private
sectors in 140 countries. For an additional
fee, ThoughtLab and SCW will also offer
additional promotional options to generate
demand and for individual sponsors .
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Sponsorship levels and entitlements: Core program
Entitlement

Lead sponsor

Supporting sponsor

Sector exclusivity

Yes

No

Influence over research

Strong input, tailored to needs

Some input

Access to analysis

Full access

Full access

Advisory board members

Up to 3 members

Up to 2 members

Professional exposure

Top level

Second level

Rights to use data

Full internal, external use

Full internal, external use

Personal access

Access for events and research (15
hours)

Basic support
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Other sponsorship opportunities: Building a Future-Ready City Summit 2022
By combining ThoughtLab’s evidence-based analysis with Smart Cities World’s expertise in executive events and networking, Building a Future-Ready City
Summit will generate significant business and ROI for sponsors. The two-hour virtual event, hosted on Zoom, will include a one-hour plenary session
attended by all participants, followed by four one-hour concurrent workshop sessions on key urban topics. Attendees will include city government decision
makers, utilities and telecom operators, and sponsors. Gold sponsors will play key roles at both the plenary session and one workshop, while silver sponsors
will play a key role in one workshop. Like last year’s successful event, this must-attend urban summit will differ from others in the following ways:

Sponsorship opportunities

Summit produced by

Sponsorship is limited to four organizations, with two sponsorship levels:

1.

Gold level brand presence and participation. Highlighted as event partner with 7 delegates and
access to all attendee names. Input into audience development.

2.

Silver level brand presence and participation. Highlighted as event sponsor, with 5 delegates and
access to all attendee names.
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Other sponsorship opportunities: Tailored amplification programs
Custom-designed amplification packages from Smart Cities World (SCW) and
ThoughtLab, including tailored events and proactive website promotion

Tailored events
•

We will organize a research-driven webinar targeted to the sponsor’s clients
and prospects, led the program director, Lou Celi, and an SCW editor.

•

SCW and ThoughtLab will host the live webinar and provide it on demand.

•

SCW will conduct a six-week, cross-channel marketing campaign that will
generate at least 200 participants from the public and private sector.

•

As an alternative, SCW and ThoughtLab will organize a high-level digital
roundtable of 10-15 senior city government decision makers from targeted
cities (below mayor).

Website promotion
•

SCW will create and host sponsor-branded assets produced by ThoughtLab
and promoted to SCW global audiences.

•

Promotion will include SCW website banners, e-newsletters to SCW’s daily
and weekly newsletter audiences, inclusion in SCW’s members resources
email, social promotion via all SCW channels, and dedicated emails.

•

As part of the program, SCW will generate a minimum of 250+ downloads and
potential leads for the sponsor-branded report and materials.
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Extensive experience in urban analysis and thought leadership
The intellectual and analytical rigor of Building a Future-Ready City requires an experienced project team with the right blend of macro- to micro-economic expertise, city
knowledge, survey capabilities, and editorial savvy. The creation of thought leadership at this level of excellence calls for the multi-disciplinary approach that ThoughtLab, together
with Hatch Urban Solutions, uniquely brings to the project.
Bespoke reports

Multiclient studies

We a ssessed the
s ocial a nd economic
i mpact of digital
pa yments i n over 100
ci ties globally for Visa
i n a n evi dence-based
s tudy, Cashless Cities:
Realizing the Benefits
of Digital Payments.

Events

Website, articles, case studies

The Future of Transportation is
Now

Our s tudies have analyzed how cities
ca n build resiliency i n public health
s ys tems, environment, mobility a nd
tra ns portation, government
operations, and other ci ty domains.
Together with Deloitte,
we explored how ci ties
a re using a broad array
of ca pabilities to drive
di gi tal tra nsformation.
COVID-19 s howed just
how fa r many ci ty
departments must s till
go to become truly
di gi tal-first
orga nizations.

Our mul ticlient studies enable us to
provi de multiple sponsors with
evi dence-driven research a nd
thought leadership that they ca n use
to a s sess a nd develop market
opportunities i n ci ties worldwide.
Our economists calculated the
economic, business, and social
benefits of s mart ci ty i nitiatives i n
our mul ticlient thought leadership
progra m Smarter Cities 2025.

Our l a test s tudy, Smart City Solutions
for a Riskier World, exa mined how
167 ci ties harness technology to
dri ve resilience, sustainability, a nd
ci ti zen-centricity.

Our events have brought together city
l eaders from around the world, both
vi rtua lly a nd in person, to exchange vi ews
on s olutions for a post-pandemic world.

We ha ve gathered
urba n decisionma kers to highlight
ci ty trends,
cha l lenges, a nd the
bes t solutions to
dri ve progress,
res ilience, and
s us tainability.

The Sma rt Ci ties 4.0 mi crosite houses the latest smart ci ty
i ns ights. Our website gathers articles from ThoughtLab,
s ponsors a nd a dvisors, as well as ci ty resources, case studies,
events, a nd multimedia content.

Our ca s e s tudies
s howcase how cities
a cross regions,
population sizes, and
economic maturity a re
a chi eving their smart,
s us tainability goals. By
i ntervi ewing key urban
deci sion-makers we
provi de va luable
i ns ights a nd roadmaps
to become a 4.0 ci ty.
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Working together to drive urban results
Building a Future-Ready City will draw on the combined
thought leadership and analytical expertise of
ThoughtLab and Hatch Urban Solutions.
ThoughtLab and Hatch Urban Solutions have formed a
global alliance partnership to provide city and business
leaders with the evidence-based research and
actionable insights they need to drive their future social,
environmental, and economic goals as they emerge
from the pandemic.

The alliance brings together ThoughtLab’s seasoned
thought leadership experts, researchers, and editors
with a team of over 100 top urban economists and
planners from Hatch Urban Solutions as well as 9,000
professionals from the wider Hatch organization.
By joining forces, ThoughtLab and Hatch Urban Solutions
have brought together an unparalleled worldwide team
of urban specialists with multidisciplinary expertise in
engineering, planning, finance, innovation, and digital
transformation. Our mission is to provide city and
business leaders with the visionary, evidence-based
research they need to succeed in a digital-first, postpandemic world.

“Our partnership with Hatch Urban Solutions enables ThoughtLab
to take its smart city thought leadership programs to a higher
standard of excellence. It enables us to build an extraordinary
multidisciplinary team of economists, industry experts, engineers,
data scientists, and planners that work together to provide
actionable thought leadership for a fast-changing world.”
Lou Celi
Chief Executive
Officer, ThoughtLab

“Addressing the issues facing cities as they emerge from the
pandemic requires a multidisciplinary team and Hatch is really
excited to bring our global capabilities in urban economics,
planning, climate change, and digital together with ThoughtLab’s
thought leadership experts to help cities achieve their social,
environmental, and economic goals.”
Bob Pell
Managing Director, Hatch
Urban Solutions
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About ThoughtLab
Trendsetters in analytics-driven thought leadership
ThoughtLab is an innovative global research and thought leadership firm that creates
fresh thinking and actionable insights through evidence-based analysis. Our firm
specializes in using the latest quantitative and qualitative tools to examine the impact of
technology on companies, cities, industries, and business performance.
Our multidisciplinary team of economists, industry specialists, and subject matter
experts produce actionable analysis and distinctive thought leadership for business and
urban decision-makers. Our services include fielding government, business, consumer,
and investor surveys; organizing executive interviews, meetings, and advisory groups;
conducting economic modeling, benchmarking, performance analysis, and economic and
social impact assessment; and developing white papers, eBooks, infographics, and
customer-facing analytical tools.
We work closely with clients to create evidence-based thought leadership that drives
demand for their products and services. Our services include business, consumer,
investor, and government surveys and interviews; economic modeling, benchmarking,
and performance analysis; and white papers, eBooks, infographics, and customer-facing
analytical tools.
ThoughtLab works in partnerships with leading organizations in the smart city space,
including Smart Cities World, CityAge, the Penn Institute for Urban Research, IESE
Business School, UNECE, Carnegie Mellon’s Metro 21: Smart City Institute, and the Smart
Cities Council, among others.
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About Hatch Urban Solutions
Whatever our clients envision, our global team can design and build.

With over six decades of business and technical experience in the
mining, energy, and infrastructure sectors, we understand that urban
challenges are changing rapidly. Our solutions are innovative, timely,
and efficient. We draw upon 9,000 staff in over 150 countries to
challenge the status quo, creating positive change for our clients,
employees, and the communities we serve around the world.
Hatch’s Urban Solutions team inspires positive change in global cities
with robust quantitative evidence, deep technical expertise, and
ambitious strategic vision. Networked across four continents, our
team of economists, planners, architects, and related professionals
helps public- and private-sector clients navigate accelerating change
within their cities.
Our integrated, multi-disciplinary approach drives smarter, more
competitive, and inclusive development through a range of services,
including spatial and economic master-planning, triple-bottom-line
analysis, market feasibility, financial and real estate advisory,
development strategy, business casing, and integrated placemaking.
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Program sponsors
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Program advisors – City leaders
Name

Title

Organization

Miquel Rodriguez Planas

Commissioner for 2030 Agenda

Barcelona City Council

Jamie Cudden

Smart City Program Manager

Dublin City Council

Dr. Peter Pirnejad

City Manager

Los Altos Hills, CA

Chris Castro

Director of Sustainability and Resilience

Orlando, FL

Clay Pearson

City Manager

Pearland, TX

Emily Yates

Smart City Director

Philadelphia, PA

Darron Taylor

Operational Lead

Ottawa, Canada

Gianluca Galletto

Managing Director, Technology and Innovation Partnerships

New York Housing Authority

Oyvind Tanum

Head of Smart City

Trondheim, Norway

Borg Tham

Deputy Director

Singapore Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Aram Chaparyan

City Manager

Torrance, CA

Bayan Konirbayev

Chief Digital Officer

Almaty City, Kazakhstan

Peter Nöu

Smart City Pilots & Partnerships

Uppsala, Sweden

Sharmila Muhkerjee

Executive Vice President, Planning and Development

Capital Metropolitan Transportation Authority

Benjamin Branham

Chief Communications Officer

Port Authority of New York & New Jersey

In Dong Cho

Metropolitan Government First Vice Mayor

Seoul, South Korea

Bill Cashmore

Deputy Mayor

Auckland City Council

Edson Gómez

Chief Information Officer

Office of the Mayor of Bucaramanga, Colombia

Julia Thompson

Smart Cities, Data and Planning

Consultant, London, UK
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Program advisors – Academic experts

Name

Title

Organization

Karen Lightman

Executive Director, Metro21: Smart Cities Institute

Carnegie Mellon University

Joan E. Ricart

Professor

IESE Business School

Eugenie Birch

Professor

The Penn Institute for Urban Research

Kyung-Hwan Kim

Professor of Economics

Sogang University, Seoul, South Korea

Frank Zerunyan

Professor, Sol Price School of Public Policy

University of Southern California

Henry Liu

Professor

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Greg Clark

Professor, CBE FAcSS, Group Advisor, Future Cities and New Industries

University College London

Dr Liu Jian

Professor of Urban Planning and Design

Tsinghua University, Tianjin, China

Dr. Yu Qi

Associate professor

Nankai University, Tianjin, China

John Rome

Deputy CIO for partnerships, Cloud Innovation Center

Arizona State University

Ryan Hendrix

General Manager, Cloud Innovation Center

Arizona State University

Maosheng Lai

Professor, School of Information Management

Peking University, Beijing, China
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Program advisors – Media/association partners
Name

Title

Organization

Philip Bane

Managing Director

Smart Cities Council

Chris Cooke

Chief Executive Officer

Smart Cities World

Kari Eik

Secretary General

United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe

Wang Yi

Head of Director of Sustainability and Resilience

Anbound

Ulrich Ahle

Chief Executive Officer

Fiware

Kate Burns

Executive Director

MetroLab Network

Chungha Cha

Co-founder and Chief Technical Officer

Reimagining Cities LLC

Nicolas Buchoud

Founding Principal

Renaissance Urbaine

Sameh Naguib Whaba

Director, Urban, Disaster Risk Management, Resilience and Land Global
Practice

World Bank

Jeff Merritt

Head of Urban Transformation, Member of Executive Committee

World Economic Forum

Jim Haskins

Director of Community Engagement

Open Sustainability Collaborative

Dr. Chen Yu Lee

Consultant

Taipei Computer Association

Anita Chen

Deputy Secretary General

GoSMART

Jayant Kohale

Business Advisor

Consultant, Mumbai, India
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Project team
Our smart city research program is headed by Lou Celi, CEO of ThoughtLab, and Anna Szterenfeld, program manager. Madeline Ostdick manages program
administration, and Gina Egan leads our marketing initiatives. Barry Rutizer and Michael Geach oversee client relationships, and Janet Lewis and Laura
Garcell are responsible for editorial activities.

Lou Celi
Program Director

Anna Szterenfeld
Program Manager

Barry Rutizer
Client Service Director

Leads project team, research
program, data analysis, and
editorial output.

Manages program, provides
progress reports, and oversees
editorial deliverables.

Sets up sponsorship group
and manages overall client
relationships.

Laura Garcell
Associate Editor

Janet Lewis
Senior Editor

Gina Egan
Marketing Director

Writes articles and case
studies, conducts interviews,
and designs content output.

Conducts interviews, analyzes
data trends, and writes eBook
and other content materials.

Leads marketing, communications,
and social media campaign and serves
as marketing liaison.

Michael Geach
Client Service Co-Director
Helps to set up sponsorship
group and manages select
client relationships.

Madeline Ostdick
Program Coordinator
Handles project administration
and day-to-day coordination
with sponsors.
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Hatch project team
ThoughtLab will draw on Hatch’s global Urban Solutions team to conduct this year’s study. Hatch’s team is comprised of economists, planners, urban
designers, and related professionals who help public- and private-sector clients navigate accelerating change within their cities. Our integrated, multidisciplinary approach drives smarter, more competitive, and inclusive development from concept to completion.

Daniel Miles
Director, Urban Solutions
Co-research lead responsible
for economic and data analysis
and modeling.

Bob Pell
Managing Director, Urban
Solutions
Senior advisor and liaison to
Hatch’s global team of
professionals.

Andrew Caruso
Director, Strategy and
Delivery

Rachel Bramwell
Associate Director, Urban
Solutions

Project contributor on global
urban strategies and future
trends.

Provides project management and
economic analysis support.

Mike Day
Senior Editor

Steven Coates
CEO, Brainnwave

Project contributor on city
planning design and urban
renewal projects.

Project contributor on data
visualization and decisionsupport analytical tools.
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ThoughtLab
ThoughtLab is an innovative thought leadership and economic research firm providing fresh ideas
and evidence-based analysis to help business and government leaders cope with transformative
change. We specialize in analyzing the impact of technological, economic, and demographic shifts
on industries, cities, and companies.

For further information about this study, please contact:

To learn more about ThoughtLab, visit: www.thoughtlabgroup.com

Barry Rutizer, Client Relationship Director
barryrutizer@thoughtlabgroup.com

Lou Celi, Chief Executive Officer
louceli@thoughtlabgroup.com

Michael Geach, Client Relationship Manager
michaelgeach@thoughtlabgroup.com
Anna Szterenfeld, Editorial Director
annaszterenfeld@thoughtlabgroup.com

